
Building a Trusted 
Digital Identity for
the Digital Era 

In this digital era, more transactions are conducted online. It is essential to ensure the security and convenience 
of those transacting online. 

Understanding this, the Government Technology Agency of Singapore (GovTech) launched the National Digital 
Identity (NDI) initiative, which provides citizens with a single digital identity to transact with both public and 
private sectors. NDI serves as a secure and trusted digital credential and a platform for authentication, 
authorisation, and consent. 

The Face Biometrics System (SG-Face) is part of the NDI trusted identity ecosystem. It uses facial verification to 
authenticate citizens. With a simple face biometric check, Singaporeans can securely access government 
services and digital services provided by private enterprises such as banks.
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4  million Singapore citizens can access digital 
services with their face

The Challenge
Ensuring everyone have the technology to access it

Allowing the private sector to tap on government-built infrastructure

Getting citizens to be enrolled onto the platform
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The Results
No Enrolment Required

One of the visions GovTech has for SG-Face is to remove the need for enrolment. In other words, service 
providers do not need to collect any biometric data to start using SG-Face. Driven by the citizen-centric 
vision, more than 4 million Singapore citizens can now access digital services with a simple, consent-driven 
face biometric scan. 

By doing so, services are more accessible, especially to older residents with limited mobility. It also 
improves convenience for millions of Singapore residents, who will be able to easily and securely access 
government and business services online using their existing national identity.

Access Digital Services via Face Verification on Mobile Devices

Digital services are expected to be always available, anytime and anywhere. And one of the vital usability 
design principles is enabling citizens to access the service without any additional device. 

Citizens can simply authenticate themselves via the cameras on their mobile phones, tablets or laptops. 
SG-Face is easy to use, and citizens can be accurately verified without requiring any special device or 
complex movement from the user.

Ensuring Genuine Presence of Citizens Accessing the Services

SG-Face uses the Genuine Presence Assurance which checks that the user accessing the digital services 
is the right person, a real person, and that they are authenticating right now. This reduces fraud risk and 
future-proofs digital services against machine-driven attacks from deep fakes and other emerging 
threats.

With that, organisations tapping on the SG-Face service can be confident that the person accessing the 
digital services is who they claim to be. This opens up new use cases for both the public and private 
sectors.  For example, banks in Singapore have tapped this service to enable account opening online 
instead of requiring citizens to be physically present, or enable citizens to withdraw cash with just their 
face. 

Facial Verification for Both Public and Private Sector

As part of NDI initiative’s broader principle of citizen centricity, SG-face is made available to both government 
agencies and the private sector. Businesses can tap on the biometrics service provided by the government 
through a simple API integration.   

A secure integration channel is created via the Ecquaria Integration Centre (EIC), mediating data requests 
between the digital services, SG-Face, and database. EIC determines configurable rules to determine 
whether the request should be accepted and is legitimate. This actively prevents misbehaving applications 
from sending invalid requests or malicious attempts to exploit through the EIC API gateway to target the 
endpoint. 

For more information on EIC, please visit: www.toppanecquaria.com/products/ecquaria-integration-centre.


